PERSONNEL PLACEMENT

CLASSIFIED: 184 per word, minimum charge $3.50. Use of Box Number counts as 10 additional words.

COPY for classified ads must reach SCIENCE 2 weeks before date of issue for publication.

DISPLAY: Rates listed below — no charge for Box Number. Monthly invoices will be sent on a charge account basis—provided that satisfactory credit is established.

Single copy $2.00 per thousand
10 times in 1 year 20.00 per thousand
25 times in 1 year 40.00 per thousand
52 times in 1 year 70.00 per thousand

For PROOFS on display ads, copy must reach SCIENCE 4 weeks before date of issue (Friday of every week).

POSITIONS OPEN

Assistantships. Research and teaching appointments in Bacteriology. Specialized research in virology, general, pathogenic, soil, food and dairy bacteriology. Write to the Department of Bacteriology, Oregon State College, Corvallis, Oregon, for information.

Biochemist, M.A. or Ph.D. Competent to direct clinical chemical laboratory, 500-bed general hospital. Good salary, generous fringe benefits. Apply Personnel Director, Allentown Hospital, Allentown, Pennsylvania.

(a) Biochemist, Master's degree or Ph.D., to direct clinical chemical laboratory, 500-bed general hospital, college town, East; $6000-7000. (b) Assistant Director, excellentequipped laboratories for scientific criminal investigation; Ph.D., trained in physiology, pharmacology, human anatomy, pathology, (c) Statistician to serve as assistant or associate professor, university school of medicine, (d) Director, medical literature department, pharmaceutical company; physician with supervising experience in writing and editing; East. S2-4 Medical Bureau (Bur- nee Larson, Director), Palmolive Building, Chicago.

Physiologist or Biophysicist: Male or female Ph.D. and experienced in animal research, electronics, instrumentation and specialized research techniques. Permanent appointment in pharmacology department. Submit résumé and salary requirements. Box 30, SCIENCE.

POSITIONS REQUIRING DEGREES IN MEDICINE OR SCIENCE: (a) Experimental Immunologist; M.D. or Ph.D.; research laboratories, large tuberculosis hospital; medical school affiliation; large city; West. (b) Biochemist; Ph.D. with considerable hospital experience; will act as chief of research and assistant laboratory director; expanding facility, now 450 beds, medical school affiliated; $7000 or better; city 150,000; East. (c) Physiologist or Pharmacologist; Ph.D. experience in pharmacodynamics and interested in working in area of blood coagulation; government research laboratory; to $7000; lovely large university city; Southern. (d) Research Technician; B.S. in bacteriology, for microbiology department, well-known pharmaceutical house; to $2250; East. (e) Synthetic Organic Chemist; Ph.D. to be responsible for operations, organic chemistry research section and initiate new research; to $7000; noted Eastern concern. (f) Biochemist; M.S. well trained in methodology; working with highly quoted and active hospital laboratory; college community; Midwest. (g) Pharmacologists, Physiologist, Biochemist; prefer Ph.D. experienced or trained in small animal research; ethical organization doing industrial research, analysis, consultation; completely new and modern facilities; $6000-9000; university city; Midwest. For further information write Woodward Medical Bureau, 185 North Wabash, Chicago.

CHIEF, CARDIOPULMONARY PHYSIOLOGY, DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

Extensive clinical and research facilities. Salary open. Write to Gardner Middlebrook, M.D., Research Director, National Jewish Hospital at Denver, 3800 E. Coffax Avenue, Denver 6, Colorado.

Physiologist; recent Ph.D., with strong background in microbiology, to study physiology at undergraduate level, lecture sections in elementary biology and to aid in expansion of graduate program in microbiology. Research opportunities; Arts college, within university city. Box 34, SCIENCE.

Microbiologists, Immediate employment with California Department of Public Health in San Francisco area. Need college graduation in bacteriology or closely related subject, plus 6 months' work in Public Health laboratory or 1 year in clinical or hospital laboratory. Salary, $341-415. Send résumé to California State Personnel Board, 515 Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco.

TECHNICAL MERCHANDISER

An interesting career with a growth company. Help in evaluation and ordering of scientific apparatus. Send your copy in laboratory apparatus field. Midwest location. Sample copies to interested parties. Box 33, SCIENCE.

The Market Place

BOOKS AND MAGAZINES

WANTED TO PURCHASE: Scientific Periodicals and Books

WALTER J. JOHNSON, INC.
125 E. 23rd St., New York 10, N. Y.

Your sets and files of scientific journals

are needed by our library and institutional customers. Please send us lists and description of periodical files you are willing to sell at high market prices. Write Dept. A33, J. S. CANNER, Inc., Boston 19, Massachusetts

27 APRIL

SPRING BOOK ISSUE

Send your copy in, now!

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

BOOK MANUSCRIPTS INVITED

Write for Free Booklet 8C telling how we can publish your book. All subjects considered. New authors welcome. VANTAGE PRESS, Inc. 120 W. 31 St., N. Y. 1, in Calif.: 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28

SCIENCE, VOL. 123
Your Book Can Be Published
An outgrowth of one of the nation's leading publishers of scholarly works since 1938, our organization is especially designed and equipped to facilitate the publication of monographs and books in the field of science. Our services include editorial assistance, dignified publicity, and intensive sales promotion. For free report send your manuscript or outline to Peabody Press, 2162 Florida Ave., Washington 8, D.C.

SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

- HYPOPHYSECTOMIZED RATS
  Shipped to all points via Air Express
  For further information write HORMONE ASSAY LABORATORIES, Inc. 8159 South Spaulding Ave., Chicago 29, III.

YOU can TELL and SELL more than 33,500 scientists here . . . at a very low cost.
Your sales message in an ad this size costs only $55.00 at the one-time rate—less for multiple insertions. And the results—well, here's what one of the many satisfied advertisers in SCIENCE has to say:

"SCIENCE is consistently our most profitable medium. Business secured solely thru SCIENCE ads has been the backbone of our success in this field." "We carry a considerable amount of advertising in various periodicals, but none is so productive of results as SCIENCE."

Prove to yourself the effectiveness of SCIENCE in increasing your Market, Sales and PROFITS—send your "Copy" NOW—or write for further information and Rate Card No. 29.

SCIENCE 1515 Mass Ave., NW, Washington 5, D.C.
AAAS SYMPOSIUM VOLUME

SOVIET SCIENCE
Second Printing

- Russian Genetics
- Russian Physiology and Pathology
- Russian Psychology and Psychiatry
- Scientific Method and Social Science: East and West
- Russian Contribution to Soil Science
- Soviet Physics and Chemistry
- Soviet Mathematics
- Science and Intellectual Freedom in Russia
- An Appraisal of Science in the USSR

6 x 9 inches, clothbound, 115 pages, price $1.25

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE
1515 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington 5, D.C.
Keep your copies of SCIENCE always available for quick, easy reference with this all-purpose

BINDER

• It's PRACTICAL—simply snap the magazine in with a strong flat wire, without cutting, punching, or mutilating. Snap it out just as easily . . . all in a matter of seconds. It opens FLAT—for easy reference and readability. Holds 26 issues.

• It's ATTRACTIVE—in beautiful maroon buckram, stamped in gold leaf. A fine addition to your library.

• It's DURABLE—sturdily constructed to withstand much use—ideal for classroom, laboratory, and library.

• It's PERSONAL—your name stamped on the cover for only 75¢ in addition to the regular price of $3.00—the year of issue will be included for 50¢ extra.

$3.00
POSTPAID
Personal check or money order, please
ORDER YOURS NOW!

Science
1515 Massachusetts Ave., NW,
Washington 5, D.C.

No Bumping... No Frothing with
AUTOMATIC DISTILLATION APPARATUS
from

MACHLETT

ROTOVAP

Suitable for batch or continuous operation, Rotovap is completely automatic and provides safe, rapid and efficient evaporation of either dilute or concentrated solutions.

The heart of Rotovap is a unique ball bearing spindle and a precision ground hollow ball and socket assembly which permits rapid rotation of evaporating flask without loss of vacuum. Rotovap will distill 100 ml of aqueous solution at 55°C in 10 to 15 minutes under the reduced pressure of an ordinary water aspirator. Its speed for non-aqueous solutions is correspondingly high.

Due to the functional design of Rotovap, evaporator flask can be easily heated with a water bath or infra-red lamp. The condenser flask can be cooled with a special water spray provided with Rotovap. For work with heat sensitive compounds, condenser flask may be cooled with ice.

For detailed information, write for folder RV.

32-922 Rotovap complete as illustrated but without dropping funnel, ring and clamp ......... $185.00
Self Lubricating Teflon Ball and Socket Assembly where all glass system is not required
32-922TB Teflon Connecting Spindle ..... $ 9.75
32-922TC Teflon Connecting Spindle ..... $ 9.50
32-922-1 Dropping funnel & ring ...... 11.00

FLASH-VAC

As with Rotovap, Flash-Vac utilizes the principle of spreading a thin film of solution over a large area by rapidly rotating—60 R.P.M.—the evaporating flask and subjecting the flask to vacuum. Thus the speed of evaporation can be increased 4–5 times without the use of destructive high temperatures. When heat is desired on the evaporation flask, an infra-red lamp may be mounted on rear support rod or a water bath may be used. (see lower illustration). For details write for Bulletin F-V.

32-922FV Flash-Vac complete with 18-8 stainless steel sleeve with 24/40 taper, Vacuum tube, "O" ring seals, enclosed motor, support rod and clamp. Flask and ring stand optional ............. $96.50
32-923UB Utility water bath for use with Flash-Vac. Temperature to 100°C. 6½" x 12" x 7" deep. 500 Watts, 115 Volts, 60 Cycle ...... $92.50

E. MACHLETT & SON
A COMPLETE SERVICE FOR THE LABORATORY

MACHLETT

EMSON

TELEPHONE: NEW YORK
Washington 2-7211
New Jersey
Elizabeth 4-1550

SALES
EMSON GLASS

TELEPHONE: N. Y. 1-2644
To obtain optimum resolution from any microscope proper illumination is indispensable.

The No. 735 Advanced Illuminator is superbly designed to provide excellent substage illumination for bright light, phase, interference, polarizing and dark field microscopy — as well as photomicrography. Modern design, two-element focusable condensing system satisfy all the requirements for Koehler type illumination. An iris diaphragm, filters and multiple filter holder permit additional illumination control. All necessary adjustments are external and easy to reach. Two-part ribbed metal body dissipates heat from 100 watt, 120 volt lamp. Body opens to provide easy access to condensers, lamp and glass reflector.